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PARENTS AUTHORIZATION

Mr/Miss ____________________________________________________________________________, with ID ___________________________,

mum/dad/ legal parent of _______________________________________________________________ with ID ___________________________.

ANNOUNCES

FIRST.- The awareness of the conditions of the camp at Art Surt Camp, my son is covered with the Seguro Obligatorio Deportivo de Responsabilidad
Civil and Accidentes Privado, which is specially contracted for surf classes that will be performed by the student the Art surf Camp.

SECOND.- I have the knowledge that Art Surf Camp, has a policy about Civil Liability and Accidents for complementary activities. I acknowledge the
responsibility of all negligent actions performed by my son disobeying the rules and guidelines from the curse instructors, exhibiting responsibility of
the instructors and the institution.

THIRD.- In case of an accident of my son/daughter, I authorize medical assistance procedures that will be considered necessary at the moment.

FOURTH.-  I authorize the media usage of pictures and videos recorded in Art Surf Camp that are not going to be commercialized in the webpage 
www.artsurfcamp.com

FIFTH.- I confirm that my son/daughter has the necessary skills to develop activities explained in the program, swims efficiently with autonomy, and
does not have any illness that might affect their security performing a course of surf.

According to information that has been mentioned, in awareness of what has been exposed, I ACCEPT.
I AUTHORIZE, my son/daughter or children to PARTICIPATE in Art Surf Camp, that will take place in Razo, A Coruña.

For all these reasons, our son/daughter is obliged to accept and respect the code of conduct established by the camp and the monitors, and all those
transcribed below.

ANNOUNCE to know in an express and reliable way the Rules and Internal Regime of Art Surf Camp.
For that reason, our son / daughter must compulsory obey the rules and guidelines established by the instructors and any authority from the institution
that are stated in the next points.

FIRST.– Respect the schedules and arrive to the complex on the established time. Furthermore, we require punctuality with:

- Wake up time
- Bed time
- Scheduled time for eating: breakfast, lunch, dinner.

SECOND.- Do not leave Art Surf Camp without permission of the instructor which has been assigned to the participant, or respective authority of the
institution.
THIRD.- Attend the sports lessons assigned in your program.
FOURTH.- Assistance of the activities organized inside the complex of the camp.
FIVETH.- Avoidance of loud noises, or any action that might disturb other person from the camp, especially when night time arrives 24:00 or time that
the instructor considers appropriate.
SIXTH.- During time off, participants have to remain in their group and under the supervision of their instructor that has been assigned to the group.
They can have access to their respective room area always having communicated the need to the instructor.
SEVENTH.- IT IS COMPLETELY FORBIDDEN TO SMOKE OR HAVE ALCOHOLIC DRINKS.
EIGHTH.- Students must leave their room every day to allow the cleaning service perform their job, clean the room and develop their job.
NINETH.- Parents or legal tutors will be Civil Responsible of the damages produced by their children in the next situations:

- Regarding the material: surfboard, wetsuits, rackets, ping-pong tables, skate ramp or others, it is compulsory that participants make a good use of
the material of the complex and take care of them as if they were private, because Art Surf Camp has the possibility to exert to their parents or legal
tutors, the Rights of Civil Responsibility, regarding the inappropriate use of material for people under 18.
- Furniture of the lodge Art Surf Camp, parents or legal tutors of the participant under 18, are civil responsible of the possible damage created by
their children to the furniture or structures of the complex. For these damages parents or legal tutors will be responsible of any action of the civil
responsibility that the entity might exert to the damages produced by the student under 18.

TENTH.- Theft or theft of belongings will entail immediate ejection, as well as the communication of the incident to the pertinent legal authorities.
ELEVENTH.-  The neglecting any of these rules mentioned and cited above will entail the ejection of the participant, without an economical
reimbursement to their parents/legal tutors.

According to information that has been mentioned, in awareness of what has been exposed I ACCEPT.

Mr/Miss _______________________________________________________________, with ID. ___________________________, mum/dad/legal
tutor of  Mallo Epulse  with ID  342B3 ACCEPT IN AN EXPRESS and reliable way the Rules and Internal Regime of Art surf Camp 2019.

Signature.

https://www.artsurfcamp.com
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INFORMATION REGARDING ALLERGENS

On _________________ in ___ of _____________ of 20____.

Mr / Mss __________________________________________________________________, with ID ___________________________,

as mother / father / legal tutor of _______________________________________________, with ID ____________________________

and with address in ____________________________________________________________________________________.

EXPRESSLY MANIFESTS:

FIRST.- The legal and responsible tutors of the above-referenced minor have hired the camping services of the company "Escola of Surf Razo S.L ",

with C.I.F. number B-95606083, which will take place from day ____ to day ____ of the month of ________________ of the year 20____.

SECOND.- Both the legal tutors and the minor, MANIFEST EXPRESSLY, FAIRLY AND INEQUIVELY, that the Company ESCOLA DE SURF RAZO

SL, has given the information required by Regulation 1169/2011 on food information facilitated to the consumer, regarding the menu offered and that

the child will have in the aforementioned camp.

THIRD.- That regardless of this, the legal tutors as well as the minor, who even being fully aware of the aforementioned menu by the company has

given it to you through the reservation process, as well as it appears completely accessible on the website, and being tutors aware that there is the

possibility that there are certain foods that are consumed in the camp that may carry some health problem to the aforementioned minor, the tutors

expressly AUTHORIZE THE MINOR TO BREAKFAST, EAT AND DINNER IN THE CAMP INSTALLATIONS.

FOUR.- That, IN THE QUALITY OF LEGAL RESPONSIBLES OF THE MINOR REFERENCED ABOVE, WE EXEMPT FROM ALL RESPONSIBILITY,

to the company ESCOLA DE SURF RAZO SL, which may be derived from the fact that the minor has a problem of health for being slightly allergic

to_________________________________________________, for eating, dining and having breakfast at the facilities of the Entity.

For all this:

By signing this Waiver of Liability Agreement, the tutors fully understand that after receiving all the corresponding information on Allergens and food

information provided to the consumer as indicated in Regulation 1169/2011, and which are aware that in the facilities of the Entity there is the

possibility that there are certain foods that are consumed in the camp that they may carry some risk or health problem to the aforementioned minor,

and that the tutors expressly authorize the minor to have breakfast, lunch and dinner in the aforementioned facilities.

Parent / tutor:_______________________________________________________________

ID ___________________________

Signed:
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